
 
 

 

Introduction 

  

 Founded in 2011, Future Founders is a non-profit organization that believes every youth 

can become an entrepreneur. With over 2,000 youth served annually, Future Founders focuses on 

providing them with mentoring, project based learning, multiple interactions and engaging the 

start-up community. From elementary school students to collegiate entrepreneurs Future 

Founders serves these use though three programs: Future Founders Discover, Future Founders 

Ignite and Future Founders Startup with mainly focuses on collegiate entrepreneurs. With this 

analysis I will be focusing on the collegiate outreach of this organization. I will examine the 

organizations social media as well as their website to better understand their exposure to the 

public. In addition, I will be looking at other organizations that do similar outreach and 

entrepreneurship programs for collegiate youth in the news to understand how they have reached 

their respectable levels of success that Future Founders would like to reach. Lastly I will 

examine local news outlets to grasp a better understand of the organization local exposure. With 

these examinations, I would like to understand how they utilize their platforms, how much they 

are recognized locally and the growth process of other similar organizations. Looking at and 

examining these different sources will allow me to discover possible solutions to these research 

problems. 

 

Research Problem/Challenge   

 

 Based on class discussion and the visit from Future Founders there are a few problems 

that will require a similar approach to solve them. I will be focusing on two of their research 

problems and finding possible solutions to them. 

 

1. What strategies should we employ to better promote/expose our student 

entrepreneurs? Finding the right outlet for promoting a new product/idea is 

about breaking into that field of what they are a part of. Entrepreneurs  

2. How do we position Future Founders nationally as a leading organization for 

collegiate entrepreneurs, while balancing our Chicago community focus?  

Exposure is key to becoming the leading organization in this area. Future 

Founders has already established themselves and their fellowships as highly 

competitive which can do great in exposure but that is only one small aspect 

in doing so. Organizational awareness is key and looking at local awareness 



currently will lead to what routes were successful and doing so and what 

routes weren’t and why so that corrective changes can be made. 

 

Organizational awareness seems to tie into most of Future Founders problems. With this research 

there can be a clear path mapped to allow the Future Founders organization to grow to where it 

wants to be both in size and prestige. 

 

Research Method/Secondary Data Source 

 

 Future Founders Website 

 

The organizational website was researched for amount of ease as well as updated 

and need to know information. I examined the navigation process of the website overall 

and the flow of the website and information given. Also examined is the information 

provided and how it was laid out, as in, is it easily understandable from an outsider with 

what they do and are involved in. How clear and concise is the information on the 

website?  

 

 Social Media 

 

I used Crimson Hexagon to analyze data for Facebook and Twitter. I analyzed 

data from January 2016 to now for Twitter and the April 2017 for Facebook. I looked at 

unusual spikes over time and what prompted the. I analyzed posts interaction on both 

sites and the amount of administration post and their engagement with others. I also 

looked at the type of engagements via Twitter to see how others were actually engaging 

with their accounts. 

  

 Local News Coverage 

 

I used a period of January 2015 to now for news coverage in the Chicagoland area 

about Future Founders. Although I looked as far back as Jan 2015 I only evaluated local 

news coverage from the 2 years. Since there are few I looked at any publication that 

mentions Future Founders in any way from local news sources using Access World News 

database. 

  

Results of Findings 

 

 With these findings I’ve discovered that it all adds up to lack of exposure due to lack of 

engagement with individuals outside of the Future Founders individuals. Organization awareness 

is key to any amount of growth and relying on word of mouth alone will create a slow process of 

that. The results show that engagement with other is stagnant for the most part and outside 

awareness in the Chicago local community is little.  

 

 Website Content 

 



Overall the website is easy to navigate. There was nothing that had me question 

how to go to one location or another on the website and the flow of the sections were 

seamless. The downside of the website is the lack of results for the most part. People 

want to know more than just what they can do for them, they want to see success stories, 

they want to see how exactly these programs are helping actually creating successful 

entrepreneurs and I didn’t come across any. Finally, while small. If Future Founders 

wants to be at the top and collegiate updating information or wording will help. It is still 

stated that the application process for U.Pitch 2016 is open.  

 

 Social Media Engagements 

 

In regards to Future Founders social media posts and engagements, their posts are 

plenty but is the interactions that are limited. There is a constant amount of activity on 

both Facebook and Twitter but there doesn’t appear to be any growth on interactions on 

Twitter or Facebook. Twitter does have more engagements than Facebook but that is 

mainly retweets of the initial tweet and little interaction after that. As of this paper Future 

Founders is engaging with 2,332 followers on Twitter and 1,124 followers on Facebook. 

From January 2016 to now there were spikes in the months of February to April in both 

2016 and 2017. There appears to be become of tweets mentioning information about 

student debt forgiveness or black history months’ topics that rolled over into March 

engagements. Besides that, the engagements are pretty stagnant throughout the rest of the 

year. Both Facebook and Twitter shared the same information from the company so no 

matter which platform you interact with you would receive the same information.  

 

 Local Coverage 

 

Using Access World News, I was able to uncover local coverage of Future 

Founders. Based on this database, since January 2015 there has only been four 

publications in regards to the organization. Each publications mentions Future Founders 

but only two of the four is only a list of “Who’s who in Chicago Business”. One of the 

other publications mentions a Moneythink showcase that is similar to U.Pitch that Future 

Founders help to sponsor and last one for 2017 is the most detailed of the organization 

and what it does. The last article is from Chicago Defender that mentions their “Startup 

Spring Break” week long program that was held in early April. Though there is little 

coverage locally it should be mentioned that there is a total of 22 publications mentioned 

the organization nation wide since January 2015, which mostly include PR Newswire and 

Daily Herald located in Arlington Height, IL. I compared this to another similar 

fellowship program, Thiel Fellowship, as well as the Collegiate Entrepreneurs 

Organization to their exposure nationally. Compared to Thiel who has 94 publications 

since 2015 and CEO has 104 in comparison.  

 

Conclusion 

 

 Future Founders doesn’t have a problem with content or keeping current interested 

parties engaged. They create content that helps their current followers stay active on their social 

media platforms through the year. The problem lies with engaging and bringing in new 



engagements as well a more detailed information about what they can do for potential and 

current entrepreneurs on their website.  

 

Since Future Founders is a fairly new organization with their startup program focusing on 

providing fellowships to collegiate students being even more new, finding strategic way to reach 

out to people is key. Since this section is new evaluating what they done in the past will be 

overshadowed with what is best to do for recognition moving forward. Looking at how other 

similar organization market their entrepreneur will help Future Founders create the best path 

needed to do so. On Twitter, Future Founders retweets an article on how to skyrocket your 

Facebook presence.  

  

More engagement on social media beyond posting and/or retweeting information can 

bring more engagement form not only current followers but individuals who are also interested 

in entrepreneurship. They’re most engaged platform is Twitter so by truly showing results 

instead of what they offer they could really start to expand where they will be able to reach that 

level of prestige and expose their current students. Future Founders websites does need to 

provide more results as well. They can have a “success stories” section to really begin to 

climbing the desired prestige ladder. They have winners from U. Pitch and maybe they should 

have a designated section of those winners  

 

We are only in April 2017 as of this paper so comparing 2015 to now in regards to local 

media coverage was key to get a view of what’s out there. While there was an increase from 

2015 to 2016 in regards to local news coverage is wasn’t by much. PR Newswire is their number 

1 national exposure source. So to gain local and national prestige there may need to be more 

press releases from the organization. Lastly they will need to research similar organizations that 

have garnered the ability to expose their entrepreneurs as well as their progression in becoming a 

top organization for youth. 

 

From this research and evaluations from their social media accounts, website and local 

news coverage, Future Founders will be able to discern exactly what areas they will need to 

focus on to become the top leader they strive to be. By doing this they will also be able to 

promote their entrepreneurs where they will be able to continue to grow on their own accord.  

 


